
Create memories - and bragging rights - you will cherish forever…

It’s Never Been Easier To Charter A Luxury

Superyacht Vacation... For A Fraction Of What

You Thought It Would Cost!

A special free invitation to a secret world only the

richest of the rich could afford… Until now!

Dear Friend:

I’d like to introduce you to an all-new way to experience the “Superyacht Getaway” of a lifetime,
without busting your vacation budget.

Have you ever gazed at one of those massive yachts thundering across the waves and
wondered what it might be like…

Visiting remote islands unavailable to the average tourist…

Watching the sun set off the port bow from the dining cabin…

Feasting on gourmet dishes morning, noon and night…

Going wherever you want, away from the crowds, unlike those big ocean liners…

Playing with all the onboard “toys” like jet-skis, scuba outfits and fishing gear…

With all with your favorite “peeps” - spouse, kids, parents, cousins, friends, even business
buddies...

Well, stick with me here, because if you thought it was all out of reach, you’re about be
pleasantly surprised.

See, one day, as my wife and were strolling along a dock after an “okay” vacation aboard one of
those big ocean liners that a lot of people go on...

We saw this majestic yacht rumbling out to the open sea, with what looked like a couple of
families - kids and all - out having the time of their lives…



And that’s when it hit me…

Why not us?

Cutting to the chase; in less than a year, my wife and I and six friends were having the time of
our lives aboard the “Hooter Patrol 4”, a 97 foot Hargrave luxury yacht. Just look at some of the
things we did...

[insert experiences]

The Perfect Vacation

So what makes chartering your own luxury yacht vacation so great?

Hey, I get it - You want your vacation to be special. Relaxing. Fun. Memorable. Maybe even
exciting.

And there’s an endless array of choices.

Disney for instance offers great rides, shows and amazing service. However you also get
crowds and lines. And maybe your kids have outgrown it.

Or consider the luxury cruise lines… The have great food and entertainment and a variety of
ports they will take you to. Yet, have you ever made your way through the crowd that gathers
around the pool deck on one of those big boats?

Then there are the island resorts. All-inclusive or not, you get a wide range of activities and a
room bigger than the typical hotel room. Still, especially with the “harmonized” type of resorts,
you don’t get to experience the culture of the places that you are visiting - Once you’ve stayed in
one, you’ve pretty much have stayed in them all.

All the Advantages of Yacht Ownership -Without the Hassles and Expense

Even if you wanted to buy your own luxury yacht - with a price tag of five million plus and
year-round maintenance costs in the tens of thousands to millions…

The fact is, there are hundreds, if not thousands of these gorgeous boats sitting idle most of the
year!

Can you see your advantage here?

All you need is a week or two.



Your crew takes care of everything from casting off, navigating and running the boat, to gourmet
meals to delighting you with secret “off-the-beaten-path” destinations, to assuring your absolute
safety and comfort from the minute you step aboard, to that poignant moment when they send
you off back at your home port, with a treasure chest of incredible memories.

Must have set us back a pretty penny, right? Wrong!

We each paid less than eight thousand dollars apiece for our trip, and believe me, we didn’t cut
corners.

We had fabulous meals, a near 100 foot “beast” with ‘tender’ (the shuttle boat that takes you
into shore or smaller ports), jet skis, snorkeling gear and lots of other great stuff to play with.

If $8-12K fits your vacation budget - and I assume it does or you wouldn’t still be with me - and
you can see what a magnificent vacation this could be for yourself and your loved ones, I’d like
to extend a special invitation for you…
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